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Abstract

In the last decades, neural network approach has often been used to study var-
ious and complex engineering problems, such as optimization or prediction. In
this paper, a methodology founded on artificial neural networks (ANNs) was
used to calculate the stress intensity factor (SIF) in different points of the front
of a semi-elliptical crack present in a rotating shaft, taking into account the
shape and depth of the crack, the angle of rotation, and the location of the point
in the front. In the event of rotating machines, such as shafts, it is crucial to
know the SIF along the crack front because this parameter, according to the
Paris Law, is related to the performance of the crack during its propagation.
Previously, it was necessary to achieve the data for the ANN training, for this
a quasi-static numerical model was made, which simulates a rotating cracked
shaft with a semi-elliptical crack. The numerical solutions cover a wide range of
crack depths and shapes, and rotation angles. The values of the SIF estimated by
theANNswere contrastedwith other solutions available in the literature finding
a good agreement between them. The proposed neural network methodology is
an alternative that offers a very good option for the SIF estimation, because it is
efficient and easy to use, does not require high computational costs, and can be
used to analyse the propagation of cracks contained in rotating shafts by means
of the Paris Law taking into account the nonlinear behaviour of the shaft.

KEYWORDS
breathing mechanism, neural networks, rotating cracked shafts, semi-elliptical cracks, stress inten-
sity factor

1 INTRODUCTION
The propagation of fatigue cracks in shafts is a very impor-tant fault that can occur in rotating machines because they can produce 
serious damage with considerable dangers for people and expensive maintenance actions. The shafts perform in rotation, and owing 
to rotating bending loads, cyclic stress is generated that produces compression and

Nomenclature: a, depth of the crack; b, neuron bias; f, activation function; h, distance from the intersection point of the ellipse with the shaft
to the centre of the shaft; w, distance from any point of the crack front to the centre of the shaft; wi, neuron weights; D, diameter of the shaft; E,
Young's Modulus; FI, nondimensional SIF; Ii, neuron inputs; KI, stress intensity factor in mode I; L, length of the shaft; O, neuron output; MSE,
mean squared error; 𝛼 = a

D
, relative crack depth; 𝛽 = a

b
, crack shape factor; 𝛾 = w

h
, relative position on the crack front; 𝜃, angle of rotation; 𝜃o𝛾 ,

first rotation angle, for a given 𝛾 , in which FI is positive; 𝜃c𝛾 , last rotation angle, for a given 𝛾 , in which FI is positive; 𝜈, Poisson ratio; 𝜌, density; 𝜎,
maximum reference stress
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tensile stresses taking place for each rotation. Under these
conditions, the shaft can fail because of the apparition and
propagation of fatigue cracks. During a whole rotation of
the shaft, the elliptical crack can open and close. Several
researchers in the past used different ways to model the
closing and opening of the crack. Some of them took into
consideration that the crack is permanently open.1,2 Other
researchers considered that the crack is completely open
or completely closed; therefore, the crack is open in half
rotation, and the crack is closed in the other half.3-8 This
model was called “switching crack model” and has been
used many times because it is very simple. Another model
is the “breathing crack” one. In thismodel, the crack closes
and opens gradually in a rotation, depending on if there
are compression or tensile stresses. The transition between
these states produces the partial closing or opening of the
crack. Many authors also studied this model.9-20
On the other hand, to study the propagation of cracks

due to fatigue, it is very important to determine the stress
intensity factor (SIF), owing to the crack growth rate
depends on the increment of the SIF in the well-known
Paris-Erdogan Law. This parameter describes the stress
state at the crack front. The closing and opening of the
crack are related to the values of the SIF at the crack front
as the shaft rotates. In the case of open crack, the SIF
at the crack front is positive (tensile stresses); reversely,
in the case of closed crack, the SIF is not positive (com-
pressive stresses). In this sense, the SIF along the crack
front in round bars has been studied by many researchers.
At the beginning, many studies assumed that the crack
had straight front.21-25 This configuration has been usually
used. However, the real fatigue cracks usually have fronts
with semi-elliptical shape, other researches considered
these kind of cracks, among them.26-31
The breathing mechanism of the crack occurs when a

cracked shaft rotates. Some authors determined the SIF
along the crack in rotating shafts taking into account the
partial closing and opening of the crack, but they did
not contemplate the nonlinear behaviour of the crack.32,33
During a rotation, the crack opens and closes in a
gradual way; consequently, the shaft behaviour becomes
nonlinear.10,12-14,17,18 Rubio et al34 developed an analytical
model that provides the SIF in any point of the front of a
semi-elliptical crack contained in a rotating shaft taking
into account the breathing mechanism and the nonlinear
behaviour of the crack.
In the last 2 decades, many researchers have used arti-

ficial neural networks (ANNs) to solve a great variety
of complex engineering problems, as pattern recognition,
optimization, or prediction.35-40 Artificial neural networks
are computational systems inspired by biological neural
networks formed by different layers: an input layer, one
or more hidden layers, and an output layer. The layers

involve different nodes that are connected by weights. The
ANN learns the input/output relationship through a train-
ing. Artificial neural networks have been applied in crack
identification inverse problems.39-41 Similarly, some pre-
diction models (linear or nonlinear) have been recently
developed.35,36,38,42 Moreover, ANNs have been used to
determine the SIF in cracked shafts. Muñoz-Abella et al37
used a neural network to predict the SIF in the case of
a cracked unbalanced rotating shaft subjected to bending
loads. The authors took into account several parameters
such as the angle of rotation, the size of the crack, and the
position of the eccentricity, but they did not consider the
elliptical crack shape.
In this paper, an ANN to obtain the SIF a semi-elliptical

crack in a rotating cracked shaft is presented. The input
data used by the net are the crack size, the crack shape,
the position of the point on the crack front, and the out-
put value given by the ANN is the SIF in that point of the
crack front. One of the advantages of the proposed ANN is
that themethodology considers the nonlinear behaviour of
the crack during a shaft rotation. This is possible because
the ANN training values (input and output) were obtained
from a numerical analysis developed by the commercial
finite element code ABAQUS, which takes into account
the breathing mechanism in the cracked section. In sum-
mary, the described systemwould allow studying the com-
plex dynamic performance of cracked shafts to predict the
remaining life of the element through the deeper under-
standing of crack propagation process.

2 MODEL OF THE CRACKED
SHAFT

The model selected for this study is a shaft of aluminium
with the mechanical properties of a linear elastic material:
density 𝜌 = 2800 kg/m3, Young'sModulusE = 72GPa, and
Poisson's ratio 𝜈 = 0.33. The geometrical properties are
diameter D = 20mm and length L = 900 mm. The shaft
contains a semi-elliptical crack, with depth a (Figure 1A),
which is positioned in the midspan. In Figure 1B, it can
be seen that the shaft is subjected to 2 concentrated loads
that have been situated at a distance L

4
from the ends of the

shaft to have a pure bending conditions.
The SIFwas analysed in terms of the following variables:

• Relative crack depth (depth ratio) 𝛼 = a
D
.

The crack depths chosen for the study were
𝛼 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 (see Figure 2A).

• Crack shape factor (shape ratio) 𝛽 = a
b
. Five crack

shapes were considered 𝛽 = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. The
value of 𝛽 = 0 corresponds to straight crack fronts and
the value 𝛽 = 1 to semi-circular ones.
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FIGURE 1 Geometric model. A, Transversal section of a shaft with a crack of elliptical front. B, Crack and loads locations [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 2 A, Different crack depths for a circular crack (𝛽 = 1) and different positions on the crack front. B, Detail of the meshed model.
C, Detail of the contact interaction

• Relative position on the crack front 𝛾 = w
h
. Eleven rel-

ative positions on the crack front 𝛾 were considered,
which varies from −1 to 1 in increments of 0.16 (see
Figure 2A). The positions on the end points (𝛾 = −1
and 𝛾 = 1) were not considering in the study because at
the intersection points, the singularity power depends
on the intersection angle and Poisson's ratio27,43-45 and it
is not −1/2.

• Rotation angle 𝜃. The behaviour of the shaft was stud-
ied considering diverse angular positions, which varies
from 0 to 2𝜋 with increments of 2𝜋

72
(corresponding

to 5◦). Therefore, the SIF was evaluated at 72 angles of
rotation. The shaft rotates in a clockwise direction.

2.1 Numerical model
The finite element code ABAQUS46 was used to carry out
the numerical study. A 3D quasi-static model shaft with
a crack was made with the purpose to obtain the SIF
in diverse points of the crack front. The shaft was sub-
jected to rotary bending. For the model, 8-node linear ele-
ments of reduced integration, denominated C3D8R in the

3
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ABAQUS/standard nomenclature, were used to create the
finite element mesh. The mesh was refined in the vicinity
of the crack. In Figure 2B, for the case 𝛼 = 0.5 and 𝛽 = 0.75
the mesh of the model is shown. A total number of 79 500
finite elements and 168 081 nodes were used, and the size
of the smallest mesh element used at the crack front was
667·10−3×671·10−3×333·10−3mm3. To simulate the crack, 2
parts of the shaftwere joinedusing the interaction “Tie,” in
accordance with the nomenclature of ABAQUS, between
the surfaces corresponding to the uncracked section. The
cracked partwas defined by contact interaction called “sur-
face to surface” in ABAQUS. The following properties of
the contact interaction were selected: “hard contact,” in
accordance with the nomenclature of ABAQUS, as normal
behaviour, which avoids that the crack faces interpenetrate
when the crack closes, and “rough friction,” following the
nomenclature of ABAQUS, as tangential behaviour, that
does not allow the relative movement between the 2 crack
faces. This contact interaction can be seen in Figure 2C.
Light grey zone corresponds to the uncracked section. The
SIF was obtained using the module “crack” of ABAQUS,
which is a specific module for fracture mechanics that
allows evaluating the J-integral (J) and determining the
SIF. First of all, ABAQUS determines the J-integral val-
ues, and then, for plane strain, ABAQUS calculates the SIF
distribution along the crack front directly according to

KI =
√
JĒ, (1)

where KI is the SIF for mode I and Ē is expressed as

Ē = E
1 − 𝜈2

. (2)

2.2 Determination of the SIF
In conformity with the explanations that can be found in
the previous sections, the SIF KI was obtained in all cases,
and from it, the nondimensional SIF FI was calculated,
according to

FI =
KI

𝜎
√
𝜋a

, (3)

where a is the depth of the crack and 𝜎 is the reference
stress, calculated as the maximum bending stress of the
undamaged shaft. In Figure 3A, an example of the results
of the nondimensional SIF versus the position on the crack
front 𝛾 is shown for the case 𝛼 = 0.5𝛽 = 0 and 3 rotation
angles (𝜃 = 0, 𝜋

2
, and 𝜋).

We can see that when the crack is fully open (𝜃 = 𝜋),
the FI is positive. Otherwise, if the crack is closed (𝜃 = 0),
the FI is negative. Finally, if the crack is partially open
(𝜃 = 𝜋

2
), the SIF passes from positive values to negative

FIGURE 3 Nondimensional stress intensity factor (SIF) of the
finite element method model versus location on the front 𝛾 for
𝛼 = 0.5, 𝛽 = 0 and 3 rotation angles (𝜃 = 0, 𝜋

2
, and 𝜋). A, Negative SIF

values when the crack is closed. B, Null SIF values when the crack
is closed [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

ones. The instant when the SIF value changes from posi-
tive to negative allows identifying the position on the crack
front in which the crack closes. However, according to
the work presented by Rubio et al,34 while the crack is
closed, SIF values must be null, because the crack is sit-
uated in compression zone and the shaft behaves like an
uncracked shaft, so negative SIF values were replaced by
zero. Figure 3B shows the results of the nondimensional
SIF versus the position on the crack front 𝛾 , in the same
cases of Figure 3A, where the negative values have already
been modified.

2.3 Verification of the finite element
method model
Firstly, to verify the finite element method (FEM) cal-
culations for the SIF, the obtained results were com-
pared with some results collected from the literature.30,44

4
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FIGURE 4 Verification of the finite element method (FEM) model. A, Comparison with Shin and Cai30 and Carpinteri.44 B, Comparison
with Murakami et al47

Shin and Cai30 and Carpinteri44 developed a numerical
model of a shaft under bending, and they studied the
SIF along the crack front for different crack geometries.
Figure 4A shows the comparison of the SIF results when
the crack is completely open at the centre of the crack
versus the crack depth 𝛼 for 3 crack shape factors (𝛽 =
0, 0.5, 1). The results corresponding to other crack shape
factors are very similar. We can see a good agreement
between the results of the proposed FEM model and the
results of Shin and Cai30 and Carpinteri44 models. The
curves follow the same trend, and the mean relative error
is less than 2% in any case.
Secondly, we also verified the proposed FEM model

comparing the results with the solutions of Murakami
et al,47 which takes into account the crack shape factor to
obtain the nondimensional SIF. Murakami et al47 deter-
mined the nondimensional SIF for a semi-elliptical surface
crack in a shaft under bending. The nonsimensional SIF

was calculated according to FI =
KI

𝜎
√
𝜋s
, where s is the arc

COC′ (see Figure 1A). Figure 4B shows the comparison of
the SIF results at the centre of the crack when the crack is
fully open versus the crack depth 𝛼 for 3 crack shape factors
(𝛽 = 0.2, 0.6, 1). In this case, we also can observed a good
concordance between both results, and the mean relative
error is only about 1.5%

2.4 Study of the SIF variation during a
rotation
In this section, the determination of the SIF using the
ABAQUS fracture module was realized for all the afore-
said cases, that is, for all angular positions and for all crack
geometries. It was considered that, as said before, if the
crack is closed, the values of the SIF are null. For example,
the values of the SIF for a crack with 𝛼 = 0.4 and 𝛽 = 1 are
shown in Figure 5. Each curve shows the evolution of the
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FIGURE 5 Nondimensional stress intensity factor of the finite element method model versus rotation angle, 𝛽 = 1 and 𝛼 = 0.4 [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

SIF during a rotation for the relative positions on the crack
front. We can see that the SIF passes from null to positive
values when the crack opens, and then it takes null values
when the crack closes again. Between 𝜃 = 0 and an angle
𝜃 a slightly smaller than 𝜋

4
, the crack remains fully closed

(the SIF is null in every point of the crack front). When the
shaft reaches an angle a slight smaller than 𝜋

4
, the crack

starts to open, because the SIF is positive in some points
and null in other points of the crack front, and remains
partially open until 𝜃 = 5𝜋

8
. Between 𝜃 = 5𝜋

8
and approxi-

mately 𝜃 = 11𝜋
8
, the crack is completely open because the

SIF is always positive. Finally, in 𝜃 = 11𝜋
8
, the crack starts

to close again until 𝜃 a little bigger than 7𝜋
4
, angle in which

the crack is completely closed again.
Similarly, in Figure 6, the values of the SIF of a crack

with a shape factor 𝛽 = 0.25 and 2 depths (𝛼 = 0.2and0.5)
are shown. These results and the ones obtained in Figure 5
can be extended to other crack aspect ratios. The following
conclusions can be obtained:

• For the rotation angle 𝜃 = 0, the crack is always com-
pletely closed, because the SIF is null in every point
on the crack front, while for the rotation angle 𝜃 = 𝜋,
the crack is always completely open, because the SIF
is positive in every point on the crack front, with no
dependence on the shape and depth of the crack.

• During one rotation, the crack closes and opens with
symmetry, that is to say, the amount of crack that is open
is equal for symmetrical rotation angles. For example,
if the shaft reaches the rotation angle 𝜃 = 𝜋

2
, the part

of open crack is equal that for the symmetrical rotation
angle 𝜃 = 3𝜋

2
.

FIGURE 6 Nondimensional stress intensity factor of the finite
element method model versus rotation angle. A, 𝛼 = 0.2𝛽 = 0.25. B,
𝛼 = 0.5𝛽 = 0.25 [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

• The closing time of the crack is proportionally deeper as
the crack is longer. In Figure 6, it can be seen that the
relative positions in which the SIF is zero for a crack of
𝛼 = 0.5 are lower than for a crack of 𝛼 = 0.2.

• The closing time of the crack is proportionally lower as
the crack is longer. In Figure 6, it can be seen that the

6
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relative positions in which the SIF is zero for a crack of
𝛼 = 0.5 are lower than for a crack of 𝛼 = 0.2.

• The opening angle of the crack decreases as the crack
depth 𝛼 increases and the opening angle of the crack
increases as the crack shape factor 𝛽 increases.

3 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL
NETWORK APPROACH

Artificial neural network is a flexible mathematical
tool often used to solve different engineering problems
because, among others, they are very robust in the case
of noisy data and they can be used to identifying complex
nonlinear relations between input and output data. An
ANN consists of various basic units called neurons, which
mimic biological neurons found in living organisms. Each
neuron receives several inputs (Ii), from a number of other
neurons or external sources. Each input ismultiplied by its
weight (wi), one neuron can be accompanied by a thresh-
old parameter called bias (b), and finally, their sums go
through an activation function (f) that limits the value
of the neuron output (see Figure 7). Hence, the relation-
ship between inputs (Ii) and output (O) can be described
as follows:

O = f
(∑

wiIi + b
)
. (4)

Neural networks are divided into 3 kinds of layers depend-
ing on their positions; these are the input, the output,
and the hidden layers. One layer contains one or several
neurons. The neurons belonging to the input layer are con-
nected to the external world or the raw data; the hidden
layers process the results from the input layer and propa-
gate them to the output layer to achieve thewanted results.
In the presentwork, themultilayer perceptron (MLP) feed-
word neural network is used. Typically, an MLP neural
network contains an input layer, one or several hidden
layers, and an output layer, where feedword means that
calculations go only from the input layer to the output
layer, in one direction. First of all, to establish the weights,
a training data that contain a set of input values and the

FIGURE 7 Scheme of a single neuron

corresponding output values associated with them are
required. These data are used by a training process that
is based on a learning rule called backpropagation, which
learns by the available set of input and output data.
In the case of MLP architecture, the backpropagation
algorithm is the most common training rule used because
it is very efficient and easy to use, especially for compli-
cated data.48,49 Initially all the edge weights are randomly
assigned, and then the ANN is activated and the calcu-
lated outputs are compared to the desired outputs; if the
difference is above a predetermined threshold, then the
weights are adjusted iteratively until the error is below
that value. After every iteration, other different couples of
inputs and outputs data are used in the neural network
validation. During this stage, the neural network perfor-
mance is evaluated for other unused values. Finally, to
confirm the neural network predictive capability, a new set
of input and output values are used in the so-called testing
phase.
The method proposed in this work consists of 3 differ-

ent MLP neural networks. One of them (ANN1) allows to
obtain the first angle during the rotation 𝜃o𝛾 , for a known
position on the crack front 𝛾 , in which FI is nonzero, that
is, the instant when that point located on the crack front
opens depends on the relative crack depth 𝛼 and the crack
aspect 𝛽. Likewise, the second one (ANN2) calculates the
last angle during the rotation 𝜃c𝛾 , for a known position on
the crack front 𝛾 , in which FI is positive (the instant when
the point closes), it depends also on 𝛼 and 𝛽. Figure 8 shows
the nondimensional SIF, FI, vs rotation angle for a generic
crack shape and depth and for a generic location on the
crack front, where 𝜃o𝛾 and 𝜃c𝛾 can be found. At last, the
third ANN (ANN3) allows to calculate the dimensionless
SIF FI that for rotating shafts, depends on the crack depth
𝛼, the crack aspect 𝛽, the relative location along the crack
front 𝛾 , and the angle of rotation 𝜃. The obtained outputs

FIGURE 8 Nondimensional stress intensity factor evolution
during a rotation for a generic set (𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾) [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 9 Scheme of the proposed method. ANN, artificial neural network [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE 1 Values of R2 andMSE in all cases

ANN1 ANN2 ANN3

R2 MSE R2 MSE R2 MSE

Training 0.999 8.4 · 10−4 0.999 8.4 · 10−4 0.998 2.8 · 10−4

Validation 0.996 1.74 · 10−3 0.997 2.44 · 10−3 0.998 3.1 · 10−4

Abbreviations: ANN, artificial neural network; MSE, mean squared error.

from ANN1 and ANN2 are used by ANN3, so that it con-
siders only 𝜃 values from 𝜃o𝛾 to 𝜃c𝛾 . For values out of the
mentioned range, it has been directly assigned FI = 0. In
Figure 9, one can see the scheme of the proposed method.
The 3 ANNs used in this work use the newff func-

tion available in MATLAB to develop a feedforward back
propagation network.50ANN1 and ANN2 have the same
structure: 3 inputs in the input layer, in this layer every
neuron is connected to one neuron of the first hidden layer,
and in the same way, every neuron in the previous hid-
den layer is connected to one neuron of the next hidden
layer. Altogether, one can find 2 hidden layers with 5 neu-
rons per layer. Related to the activation functions, first, to
choose the activation functions in the hidden layers it is
recommended to use nonlinear activation functions in the
case where the ANN has to find a nonlinear relationship
between the input and output data, so log-sigmoidal func-
tions were chosen. Second, the linear activation function
is used in the output layer because this type of function is
suggested for using in estimation problems.48 At the end,
the output layer provides only one output. In the case of
ANN3, its architecture is similar to the previous ones, but
one can find 4 inputs in the input layer and 3 hidden layers.
In all 3 cases, theANNbias assignments and initialweights
were chosen randomly, and they are updated according to
the resilient backpropagation algorithm.
The available data from the numerical model have to

be divided into 2 groups to train (first group) and validate

(second group) the ANN. The training set consists of 220
data for ANN1 and ANN2 and 9000 data for ANN3, and the
validation set consists of 55 data in the case of ANN1 and
ANN2 and 2528 data for ANN3. Table 1 shows the mini-
mum mean squared error (MSE) for training and valida-
tion data for the presented ANNs according to Equation 5.
Finally, the accuracy of the ANN estimations must be
checked throughR2 values. Those have been calculated for
training and validating steps. They can also be found in
Table 1. In all cases, there is very good correlation between
actual and predicted values.

MSE = Average[(Xestimated − Xactual)2] being X
= FI , 𝜃o𝛾 , 𝜃c𝛾

(5)

4 VERIFICATION OF THE
PROPOSED METHOD

4.1 Comparison of numerical
and predicted values
To check the goodness of the proposed method, first of
all, the values obtained using the neural approach were
compared with the data from the numerical model. As
an example, Figures 10 and 11 show the FI values vs
the angle of rotation 𝜃 for a crack size ratios 𝛼 = 0.3
and 𝛼 = 0.5, respectively, in the case of FEM and ANN
results. In each of the graphs, one can see the curves that

8
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FIGURE 10 ANN results and numerical ones vs revolution
angle. A, 𝛼 = 0.3𝛽 = 0. B, 𝛼 = 0.3𝛽 = 0.5. C, 𝛼 = 0.3𝛽 = 1. ANN,
artificial neural network; FEM, finite element method [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

represent the dimensionless SIF evolution at several posi-
tions on the crack front during a revolution for several
cases of 𝛽 (0, 0.5, and 1) and 𝛾 (−0.83, −0.66, 0, 0.66, and
0.83). The results corresponding to other crack geometries
and other positions on the front are similar to the ones that
are shown.
As can be seen, most of the results obtained from the

ANNs method are very similar to the numerical ones; the
discrepancies between both data sets increase for circu-
lar large depths near 𝛼 = 0.5 at crack ends. This may be
due to the crack ends are problematic zones because in the

FIGURE 11 ANN results and numerical ones vs revolution
angle. A, 𝛼 = 0.5𝛽 = 0. B, 𝛼 = 0.5𝛽 = 0.5. C, 𝛼 = 0.5𝛽 = 1. ANN,
artificial neural network; FEM, finite element method [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

intersection points the singularity power depends on the
intersection angle and Poisson's ratio and it is not −1/2.
However, the maximum error is only about 4%. More-
over, circular crack fronts are rare shapes. If other crack
shapes, sizes, and locations on the crack front are anal-
ysed, the results are similar to the ones previously shown.
In addition, Figure 12 shows the residuals, calculated as
the difference between the numerical nondimensional SIF
value and the estimated one, with respect to estimated
nondimensional SIF FI, as can be seen, virtually all of
the points follow a random pattern, so that residuals are
smaller for middle values in the graphs and they increase
at limit values, but their absolute values do not exceed 0.09.

9
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FIGURE 12 Residual vs estimated FI with the artificial neural networks [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 13 Comparison of the artificial neural networks
(ANNs) results with Rubio et al.34 A, 𝛼 = 0.13𝛽 = 0.75. B,
𝛼 = 0.28𝛽 = 0. C, 𝛼 = 0.34𝛽 = 0.16 [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

4.2 Verification of the model
Finally, to verify the proposed method, some results of
the obtained nondimensional SIF by the present method
were compared with others from the expression developed
by Rubio et al, which can be found in previous study.34
Three cases have randomly been chosen: (𝛼 = 0.13, 𝛽 =
0.78), (𝛼 = 0.28, 𝛽 = 0), and (𝛼 = 0.34, 𝛽 = 0.16).
Figure 12 shows the nondimensional SIF evolution for
these 3 samples at several positions on the crack front dur-
ing a rotation. These crack configurations were not used
for training the ANNs.
As can be seen, the comparison shows good agreement

between the reference34 and estimated (proposed method)
values. These results are especially good in the case of
small and medium depths (𝛼 = 0.13, 𝛽 = 0.78) and
(𝛼 = 0.28, 𝛽 = 0), when crack depth increases the estima-
tion results becomes slightly worse, regardless of the crack
aspect ratio. Maximum, minimum, and medium residual
values for each of the 3 cases can be seen in Table 2, tak-
ing into account all the positions along the crack front and
the rotation angles. In most observations, residual values
are less than 0.01; these differences are comparable with
the residuals of similar cases collected in previous sections.
The larger differences between reference and estimated
data (0.162) are found in the case 𝛼 = 0.47, 𝛽 = 0.38; exam-
ining these graphs one can see that estimated curves are
similar to the reference ones but they are slightly displaced

TABLE 2 Maximum, minimum, and medium residual values

𝛼 = 0.13, 𝛼 = 0.28, 𝛼 = 0.34,
𝛽 = 0.78 𝛽 = 0 𝛽 = 0.16

Maximum residual 0.058 0.078 0.053
Minimun residual −0.034 −0.054 −0.046
Medium residual −0.002 −0.003 0.001
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to the left; it means that 𝜃o𝛾 and 𝜃c𝛾 estimations are smaller 
than the actual values (about 5%) but the rate of open 
crack for a given 𝛾 along a rotation is equal in both cases.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a methodology, founded on ANNs, that esti-
mates the values of the SIF at the crack front for a rotating 
cracked shaft taking into account the crack depth, the 
crack shape, the point location on the crack front, and 
the angle of rotation was developed. The necessary data 
to train the ANN were obtained from a 3D quasi-static 
finite element model of a shaft, which is subjected to 
rotary bending loads. Regarding the proposed method, it 
was designed until the estimation results present a very 
good agreement with the offered by the numerical model 
and, later, it was checked by comparison with results by 
others authors found in the literature. The comparison 
shows good agreement between the reference values and 
the estimated ones, especially good in the case of small and 
medium depths. The obtained results show that the neu-
ral approach is effective to estimate SIF values in rotating 
cracked shafts assuming elliptical cracks. The formulation 
of the proposed ANN method would allow studying the 
complex dynamic performance of cracked shafts to predict 
the remaining life of the element analysing the propaga-
tion of cracks contained in rotating shafts by means of the 
Paris Law considering the nonlinear behaviour of the shaft.
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